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Investment problems research to do always the economy field experts, analysts 

and of researchers attention pulling came. World capital market investments 

attraction in doing sharp to competition face is coming, theirs enough in volume and 

good quality level attraction to be done provide each how of the state priority of duties 

one is considered Investments attraction to do and country of the economy stable 

growth in providing favorable investment environment create the most important 

from the conditions one is counted. 

Ours economic our strategy to the economy big in volume investments attraction 

to do directed. Investments growth rates in 10 years gross internal of the product at 

least 25 percent organize reach for necessary conditions we create Investment 

environment improvement networks and fields investment policy in the section the 

effect increase, foreign investments and loans in 2022-2026 _ done to be increased 

large investment projects clarification, in economics public-private partnership 

expand issues in our focus will be [ 1]. 

Akerman E.N., Mikhalchuk A.A. and Trifonov A.Yu. of stated that "... investment 

environment attractiveness, har one of the area economic in terms of progressive 

capital and _ work of resources potential, from him use level depend _ General 

acceptance done point of view look according to exactly of the area economic potential 

and his the possibilities are there is available has been all collective of resources 

efficient use through vital necessary has been blessings work release with is 

determined”[ 2]. 

To the economy foreign investments attraction in reaching investment 

environment creation, investment attractiveness increase to the country involving 

foreign investment increase enterprises (XIIK). enable gives _ XIIK national in 

economics held place the following with is defined as: 

first of all, in our country being created gross internal of the product in growth; 

secondly, national to the economy foreign investments attraction doing; 
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thirdly, the population employment and new work seats with in providing; 

fourth, the population income in formation; 

fifthly, production release technical means and technological in the update; 

sixth, modern management methods and culture come in on arrival; 

seventh, legal and physical person tax payers the number in growth; 

eighth, the state of the budget income in filling; 

from the ninth, the place of import Press and export directed goods work in 

release; 

tenth, free currency saving; 

ten first, free currency national to the economy income in multiplication; 

ten secondly, national currency - soum stability increase and others. 

In our republic stable political and economic of circumstances existence, that is 

favorable investment environment creation and foreign capital acceptance reach 

system efficient to be foreign investment attraction of doing necessary is a condition. 

Investment environment, investment resources placing for The general criterion is the 

first first, capital funds profitability providing gives. 

Samarkand province socio-economic development level and him in the regions of 

the republic held place and to the region foreign investments attraction reach and 

from him efficient use situation analysis reach and price in giving of the region 

investment environment indicators and his regional aspects learning and analysis to 

reach demand is enough This attitude with SWOT analysis of the region done increase 

through approach to the region foreign investments attraction reach and from him 

efficient use to the process of the region investment environment indicators effect to 

determine and to him price to give can. 

Socio-economic system as Samarkand SWOT analysis of the region [3] 

Strong _ aspects 

 rich natural industry mines availability; 

 industry development; 

 fossil wealth reserves availability; 

 natural land resources and pastures availability; 

 hot of temperature height; 

 high entrepreneurship and investment activity available; 

 work of resources abundance; 

 comfortable geographical and geopolitical location position; 

 high cultural and tourism potential. 

Weak aspects 

 industry one bilaterally raw materials products work to issue specialization; 

 districts level on this in development sharp differences availability; 

 village in the farm mel i orative of husbands status demand level that it is not; 

 underground closed drainage systems from work released league; 

 services field lack of development; 
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 market infrastructure districts in the section uneven located league; 

 stock markets of the population about full to information have that it is not 

Opportunities 

 structural structure of the economy improvement and digital economy priority 

development of networks opportunity; 

 village economy 100% restocked products to work reach; 

 lands ameliorative situation improve; 

 touristic business development; 

 big industry enterprises with cooperative among small businesses connections 

development; 

 digging extracted mineral raw materials and village economy products of the 

region in itself tulik complex again work. 

Risks 

 decisions acceptance in doing region to the benefit of h i sob not to get 

 "Covid 19" pandemic effect with depends risks - risks: 

 industry product diversification not done 

 technical and technological industry modernization processes slowness: 

 bank mortgage and microcredit system lack of development; 

 food safety availability; 

 unemployment level. 

 financial resources main part Karshi in the city centralization. 

This analysis research in the process collected data Uzbekistan Republic and 

Samarkand statistical newsletter of the region information is based on Practice 

increased analysis that's it shows that the province strong sides and possibilities his 

weak sides and from the dangers according to more being, this his potential high 

shows. of the situation such a realistic analysis of the region which strong aspects and 

possibilities using his weak sides eliminate arrive, appear to be possible has been 

dangers prevention get ways to determine help gives. Take it went research to the 

results according to Samarkand investment environment in the region improvement, 

number XIIK increase and foreign investors to the activity obstacle happening 

problems eliminate to do in order to the following offer we deliver: 

First, work release infrastructure about problems, including investors investment 

activity take to go for building and land allocation problems and of enterprises 

electricity, natural gas, water and fuel products with in providing interruptions 

availability; 

secondly, local power by foreign investors to the activity intervention existence, 

legal the system good not working, contracts compliance do not, legislation system, 

statute and Standards are updated frequently changed to stand 

thirdly, special in zones placement opportunity didn't happen promising foreign 

invested projects (village economy, service show) in infrastructure create with 
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depends expenses for state by complete or partially subsidize system current to do to 

the goal according to 

fourth, the region of entrepreneurs international norm and standards according 

to documents in keeping inexperience due to, external and internal investors with 

work regarding enough to skills have that it is not; 

fifth, in the region market of infrastructure enough lack of development - banks, 

investment funds, venture funds, insurance and leasing companies foreign to investors 

service in showing international of experience lack of and investment projects done in 

raising their participation efficient to the road not placed. 

Summary by doing in other words, in Uzbekistan and his Samarkand in the region 

digital to the economy transition conditions in the region in perspective bio and 

nanotechnologies, chemistry, pharmaceuticals, mechanical engineering and the metal 

again performance, microelectronics, precision chemistry technologies, information -

communication and laser-optical technologies, renewable energy achievements use, 

new materials work release like industry networks development take coming 

organized XIIK in the fields reach to the goal according to will be Samarkand in the 

region fossil wealth, village economy products again work, construction materials, 

textiles products work to issue specialized industrial cluster enterprises organize 

reach for huge opportunities and to potential have. Available empty standing work 

release fields, labor and natural of resources use modernized, technical and 

technological again equipped in enterprises or again organize done foreign 

investments with participation in enterprises external to markets goods and export 

services for high valuable, quality product work release power provide opportunity 

have. 
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